Central Freight Lines has sustainability, financial strength and an infrastructure designed to intelligently support the logistical needs of North America’s largest manufacturing, retail and distribution enterprises.

Central Freight Lines continues to invest in transportation technology that provides our customers with real-time data on their shipments and allows the customer to access customized reports at their convenience. Central Freight Lines has full EDI capabilities.

Central Freight Lines gives the customer the option of receiving automatically generated e-mail notification of both pickup and delivery. E-mailed invoices are available, as is ACH payment of invoices, eliminating unnecessary paperwork and potential security risks.

Central Freight Lines entire team is focused on: SAFETY, SUSTAINABILITY AND SERVICE.

Central Freight Lines Central Freight now provides coast to coast service in the southern portion of the country. From Miami to Los Angeles, we have you covered with our new 80 terminal network. Central continues to deliver ever-improving value to our customers.

Central Freight Lines on-time service product allows our customers to confidently ship with us. When time is of the essence, Central’s Guaranteed Services include both guaranteed and expedited options via their Simply Guaranteed and Priority One products. Guarantee your shipment delivery by Noon or 5:00 PM.

Central Freight Lines claim ratio is .80%, well below the national average and one of the best in the industry. Our low claim ratio is a direct result of our commitment to continuous employee training in best practices in all phases of their jobs and our investment in new equipment and tools such as load tables, dunnage and load bars to avoid potential damages.

Central Freight Lines is proud to be celebrating over 93 years of service to the shipping public.

Central Freight Lines has the capacity to provide pool distribution options to the shipper looking to build efficiencies into their operation. The Central footprint is the optimum network to supply a regional distribution stop off in either Texas, Atlanta or southern California.

Central Freight Lines has the capacity to provide TL moves in specific lanes throughout our system.

Central Freight Lines is the first LTL carrier to commit to supplementing their current diesel fleet with Compressed Natural Gas tractors. Central Freight Lines San Antonio, Houston and Ft Worth’s local operations are running with clean operating CNG heavy duty tractors that are efficient and environmentally friendly. Our CNG equipment is reducing our carbon footprint.

Central Freight Lines opened their third CNG fueling station to provide the necessary infrastructure to support their growing CNG fleet. The stations are located in Fort Worth, San Antonio and Houston and are open to everyone to encourage public usage of clean fuel.

Central Freight Lines recent purchase of 100 new Freightliner tractors, have been fitted with front-end crash mitigation technology and a lane departure warning systems. Safety is no accident.

Central Freight Lines is a environmentally responsible member of the community and has partnered with the Environmental Protection Agency in supporting the SmartWay Transport Partnership in their initiative to consider the environment in everything we do.

Central Freight Lines received 2st Place Award in the 2017 Texas Trucking Association’s Truck Safety contest. In cooperation with the American Trucking Associations, the TXTA presented Central Freight with this outstanding achievement award for highway safety. Within the past 25 years, Central has earned this honor 18 years.